From our earliest texts onwards, we find classical authors referring to the time of year by means of the rising and setting of various stars and constellations. Hesiod encourages us to begin the harvest at the rising of the Pleiades, and to plough at their setting; Alcaeus encourages us to drink at the rising of Sirius; and Horace assures us that a man content with his lot is not disturbed at the setting of Arcturus or the rising of Haedus.
From our earliest texts onwards, we find classical authors referring to the time of year by means of the rising and setting of various stars and constellations. Hesiod encourages us to begin the harvest at the rising of the Pleiades, and to plough at their setting; Alcaeus encourages us to drink at the rising of Sirius; and Horace assures us that a man content with his lot is not disturbed at the setting of Arcturus or the rising of Haedus.
1 Indeed,
Quintilian suggests that a knowledge of the stars is necessary to understand poetry, because poets so often specify the time by means of the rising and setting of stars.
2 However, it is not just poets who rely on the stars to specify the time: we find a similar use in prose authors such as Thucydides or Hippocrates. 3 This is unsurprising, as before the reform of Julius Caesar, the calendars of the Greeks and Romans, with their erratic intercalations, were frequently out of step with the seasons and often gave no reliable indication of the time of year. 4 It is often helpful to know when these phenomena actually took place; and in some cases, such as Ovid's Fasti, it can inform both textual and literary criticism. In the Fasti Ovid provides over forty dates for the rising and setting of various stars and constellations, following the tradition of the Greek parapegmata. 5 In the early nineteenth century, the German mathematician and chronologist Ideler published an article comparing Ovid's dates with those he calculated for Ovid's time; 6 he found that Ovid made a large number of errors in his dating, and since then criticism of this aspect of the poem has been common. 7 More recently, however, some scholars have suggested that rather than astronomical incompetence, these 'mistakes' may show evidence of Ovid's deliberate manipulation of his sources for his own literary purposes. 8 The example of the Fasti is instructive, as all analysis of the astronomical passages of the work has been (until very recently) been based on Ideler's nineteenth century article, despite the fact that methods for calculating modern dates have been refined considerably since then. The reluctance of scholars to calculate these dates for themselves is understandably not uncommon: in addition to the recent works on the Fasti that rely on the calculations of Ideler, we find for instance that Aujac's 1975 commentary on Geminus relies on the calculations of Hofmann published in 1879. 9 One of the problems that can arise when one does not make the calculations oneself is a lack of awareness of the many variables that are involved in the process of calculating these dates, and the various uncertainties that arise as a result. For example, although Ideler mentions some of the assumptions he is making, the uncertainties in his calculations have not filtered through into later commentaries, which tend to assume these dates are precise. When Aujac discusses the disagreements between the dates in the parapegma attached to Geminus' Isagoge and those in Hofmann's tables, she raises the possibility that the calculations are wrong, but not that they might have a significant error margin. 10 In general it seems that some scholars have the not unreasonable idea that modern computational methods will provide a precise date for these phenomena; 11 and those who do attempt to discover the possible error margins for these calculations are reassured that it is only of the order of plus or minus two days. 12 As we shall see, however, there are good reasons for thinking that the uncertainty surrounding these dates is in many cases considerably larger.
The purpose of this article is to review the various methods currently available to scholars for the calculations of these dates, some of which make it very easy for scholars to perform these calculations themselves; to examine more closely the various assumptions that such calculations require; and also to discuss the various problems involved with actually observing these phenomena.
Some basic astronomy
In order to understand some of the issues involved, it may be helpful to begin with a little basic astronomy. I hope the text below is reasonably clear, but I have made some diagrams
and animations illustrating what follows available on the web.
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From the earth it seems as if the stars are on a sphere that rotates from east to west around the north celestial pole. So if we were to look vertically upwards at the Earth's north pole, the stars would appear to rotate in horizontal planes parallel to the horizon, never rising or setting. As we move south and our latitude decreases, the north celestial pole appears to move down in the sky, until when we reach the equator it appears to be in the same horizontal plane as the horizon; the stars would appear to be rotating in vertical planes perpendicular to the horizon, and every star would rise and set. It takes roughly 23 hours, 56 minutes for the celestial sphere to complete a full revolution or one sidereal day.
14 That is to say, any star will reach the same point in the sky roughly four minutes earlier each night: for example, a star which crosses the eastern horizon at about 6pm on January 1 st will cross the horizon at about 5.40pm on January 6 th .
The sun moves slightly slower than the stars -the average time it takes to complete a full revolution being of course 24 hours.
'Rising' and 'setting'
In the range of latitudes of particular interest to the classicist, most stars will rise and setin the ordinary sense of the words -once every sidereal day. That is to say, in any given 23 hour 56 minute period, all stars apart from the circumpolar ones (which never rise or set) will cross the eastern and western horizon. These risings and settings may take place at any time during the night, when they will be visible, or during the day, when they will be invisible.
However, when Hesiod and others talk of the rising and settings of the stars, they are not using the ordinary sense of the words, but rather refer to the rising and setting of the stars in a particular relation to the sun, namely at or close to sunrise and sunset. In this 'astronomical' sense, there are eight different risings and settings, each of which occurs only once a year: these are tabulated in Table One below.   TABLE ONE -PHENOMENA  OTHER TERMINOLOGY  DESCRIPTION   True Morning Rising  (TMR) (true) cosmical rising the star crosses the eastern horizon with the sun: for the previous few days it had crossed the eastern horizon after sunrise (and was thus invisible); on the day of the true morning rising, it was below the horizon shortly before sunrise (and thus was invisible), and will remain invisible as it crosses the horizon (as the day has now dawned and the sun's light obscures that of the star). Apparent Morning Rising (AMR) heliacal rising 'first visibility' the star crosses the eastern horizon shortly before the sun, and is thus briefly visible (for the first time). With every morning that follows, the interval between the star's rising and sunrise increases: the star is visible earlier, and for longer. This is the first of many visible risings.
True Morning Setting (TMS) (true) cosmical setting the star crosses the western horizon as the sun crosses the eastern horizon: for the previous few days, the sun had risen before the star had set, and so as day dawned the star could be seen some distance above the western horizon.. On the day of the true morning setting, the star was visible before sunrise, but its setting is obscured by the light of the rising sun. Apparent Morning Setting (AMS) (visible) cosmical setting the star crosses the western horizon just before the sunrise, and so can be seen to set (for the first time) in the morning twilight. With every morning that follows, the interval between the star's setting and the sunrise increases: this is the first of many visible settings.
Apparent Evening Rising (AER)
(visible) acronychal rising The star crosses the eastern horizon just after sunset. On previous days the star had crossed the horizon some time after sunset, and so its rising was easily visible. On subsequent days the interval between sunset and the star's rising diminishes, and the sky is too bright for the star's rising to be seen, and by the time the sky is dark the star is already some distance above the eastern horizon. Thus the apparent evening rising is the last visible rising of the star after sunset. True Evening Rising (TER) (true) acronychal rising the star crosses the eastern horizon as the sun crosses the western horizon, and is thus is invisible. By the time the sky is dark enough for the star to be seen, it will have already risen and be some distance above the eastern horizon.
Apparent Evening Setting (AES)
heliacal setting 'last visibility'
The star crosses the western horizon shortly after sunset. On previous days the star crosses the western horizon some time after sunset, and so it could be seen for some time in the night sky and it setting was easily visible. This is the last visible setting of the star, as on subsequent days the star will have disappeared under the horizon by the time the sky is dark, and so will be invisible. True Evening Setting (TES) (true) acronychal setting The star crosses the western horizon with the sun: by the time the sky is dark enough for stars to be seen, the star is beneath the horizon and so is invisible.
The 'true' risings and settings take place when the star crosses the horizon at the same time as the sun: as the sky is still bright at this time, these phenomena cannot be observed and the dates can only be reached by calculation. The 'apparent' risings and settings take place just before sunrise or just after sunset, when the sky is just dark enough for the star to be visible. Since the 'apparent' phenomena are the only ones which can actually be seen, it seems clear that they are the phenomena referred to in the majority of literary texts and parapegmata; references to the 'true' phenomena, which cannot be seen and whose dates cannot be ascertained without mathematical or mechanical assistance, are obviously of less practical use and tend to be confined to ancient handbooks on astronomy. 15 In what follows, I use the terminology in the first column of Table One : it has the significant advantage of being clear and practical, and also corresponds to the terms used by the Greeks themselves in the earliest extant handbooks. 16 The terms 'heliacal', 'acronychal' and 'cosmical' are by contrast somewhat opaque, and have been used by different scholars to refer to different phenomena. 17 The terms 'first visibility' and 'last visibility', while a little more helpful, can also be somewhat misleading, as there are some stars such as Arcturus that are always visible; and they also only apply to two of the eight phenomena.
It is always the case that the apparent morning phenomena follow the true morning phenomena, and that the apparent evening phenomena precede the true evening phenomena. However, the order in which the apparent phenomena appear in relationship to one another, and the order in which the true phenomena appear in relationship to one another varies with a star's position relative to the ecliptic (the sun's apparent path through the sky); 18 and the order of a star's true phenomena is not necessarily the same as that of its apparent phenomena (see Table Two ). As we can see, both stars located north of the ecliptic show the same order in their true phenomena, but a different order in their apparent phenomena; and the stars on the ecliptic and south of the ecliptic show different orders again in their true phenomena. Table Two also illustrates how the interval between true and apparent phenomena can vary: in this instance we see intervals ranging from 11 days between the apparent and true evening risings of Regulus, to 39 days between the apparent and true evening settings of Denebola.
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Problems of calculation
Whatever method of calculation one uses, the first thing to decide upon is the star whose rising or setting we wish to discover. This is by no means a trivial decision. While in some cases classical authors do specify a particular star (e.g. Arcturus) or an easily identifiable star cluster (e.g. the Pleiades), in some cases they do not, talking instead of constellations rather than individual stars. In the case of a large constellation such as Pegasus, this can be extremely confusing: when we read for example in the Geminus parapegma that "On the 17 th day of Leo, for Euctemon … the Horse rises", 21 to which star does this refer? Is it the first star of the constellation to rise (e.g. κ Pegasi)? Or the first bright star to rise (possibly ε, η, or β Pegasi)? Or the most constantly bright star (α Pegasi)? Our choice makes a substantial difference to the date, as there is a gap of nearly a month between the apparent morning rising of κ Pegasi and α Pegasi, and a similar gap between the true risings, as illustrated in Table Three . 22 Similarly, when we read of Orion rising, we have an even larger number of stars to choose from. In some cases, the sources seem to be giving us some help in identifying the star:
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e.g. again from the Geminus parapegma, "For Eudoxus, Orion begins to set in the evening" or "For Callippus, Sagittarius ceases rising", 24 which might suggest that we should look at the first star to set and last star to rise respectively (though even this is not certain). 25 However, even then there is confusion. Which stars are we to take as the first stars of Orion? To answer that question, we would need to know exactly how Eudoxus constructed the constellation. While we may get some help in this regard from Aratus, who used Eudoxus as a source, what are we to do for Euctemon? Even when we think we have a good idea of the stars which make up a constellation, there are still some surprises. For example, according to Aratus, the star in the head of Andromeda (α Andromedae) is also the star in the belly of Pegasus; this is presumably the 'bright star in the navel' to which Eratosthenes refers. 26 Hipparchus is aware of this star (3.4.5), but when he describes the last star to set, he refers not to this star (which should be the last star of Pegasus to set), but rather to γ Pegasi (see Diagram One). 27 Table Four There are two more key variables necessary for all methods of calculation: the geographical latitude of the observer, and the year of the observation. Specifying these variables for an author such as Ovid is not too problematic, 29 but uncertainty can arise in the case of the observations of some of the early Greek astronomers, who are said to have observed in a number of different locations. 30 It is often noted that both variables have an impact on the results of the calculation: this is true, though as we shall see, there is only a slight change with time, and the change with latitude is irregular -it is often, though not always, greater than the change with time.
Tables Five to Eight give the dates of the apparent phenomena for α Coronae Borealis (a star north of the ecliptic: It is important to be aware that the precise direction and extent of the change in date depends on the star's position relative to the ecliptic, so for example the AES of α Piscis Austrini (located south of the ecliptic) fell on December 18 th in 300B.C.E., but on December 28 th in 401C.E., moving forwards by ten days, in contrast to the AES of α Coronae Borealis, which moves backwards by three days over the same period. It should also be noted that as the calendar year gets a little out of sync with the solar year towards the end of our four-year leap-year cycle, a slight change in the date may be noted: so for example, the apparent morning setting of α Leonis fell on February 15 th in 41B.C.E., but One often reads that a change in latitude has a significant effect on the dates of the phenomena. However, Tables Nine to Twelve show that this statement is misleading:
while it is sometimes true, it is not always the case, as the size of the change depends on the position of the star relative to the ecliptic, and also the particular phenomena concerned. The point is, however, that any uncertainty in location can have a substantial impact on the results of our calculations which may not be easy to discern.
These three factors are fundamental to any calculation of the risings and settings. But the different methods of calculation also have other variables that can affect the outcome.
Until recently, the only method used for calculating the dates of the apparent phenomena was based on a method developed by Ptolemy nearly two thousand years ago: the key variable involved here is the arcus visionis, the minimum distance necessary between the sun (below the horizon) and the star (assumed by many scholars to be at the horizon) for the star to be visible as it rises or sets (see Diagrams Two to Four). 34 The value of the arcus visionis will change with the star's magnitude (as obviously the sun must be further away from a dim star than a bright star for the star to be visible); and some scholars also make an adjustment for the horizontal distance (the difference in azimuth) between the star and the rising (or setting) sun. 35 Diagrams Two to Four illustrate the various ways in which the phrase arcus visionis has been interpreted (see note 34).
Diagram 1 illustrates the traditional use of the phrase arcus visionis: this is the vertical distance h between the sun and the star, located on the horizon: this usage assumes that the star is visible as it crosses the horizon.
Diagram 2 illustrates an alternative use of the phrase arcus visionis (as used in PSLV): here the arcus visionis refers to the vertical distance hs between the sun and the horizon. This usage assumes that the star must be a certain distance above the horizon to be visible. The vertical distance between sun and star (hs + ha) is therefore greater than the arcus visionis.
Diagram 3 illustrates another use of the phrase arcus visionis (as used by e.g. Schaefer): here the arcus visionis (hv) refers to the vertical distance between the sun and the star, i.e. the distance between the sun and the horizon (hs) added to the distance between the horizon and the star (ha).
It is somewhat surprising to discover that for many years the values in use for the arcus visionis of stars of differing magnitudes were those deduced by Ideler from dates found in Ptolemy for stars of the first and second magnitude; 36 the arcus visionis for less bright stars were then extrapolated from these. 37 However 42 In some cases we find individual values for the calculation of the individual phenomena. 43 Table Thirteen illustrates the difference that a change in the arcus visionis can make for each of the various phenomena. As we can see, a change in the arcus visionis of one degree can affect the date of the calculation by one to two days. This is somewhat reassuring in that calculations based on different values will be roughly the same, but again it alerts us to the fact that there are uncertainties in the results obtained. A more serious concern is that many calculations for the dates of the apparent phenomena assume that the star is visible at the moment that it crosses the horizon; however, this is almost never the case, owing to haze, refraction (the bending of light in the atmosphere) and atmospheric extinction (that is, the reduction in brightness of a star as its light passes through the atmosphere, due to dust, pollution, water, movement of air molecules, etc.). A star must reach a certain angular height above the horizon in order to be visible, known as the critical altitude, and the value we assign to this variable can have a significant impact on the results, as we shall see. Until recently, the calculation of the dates of rising and setting via the Ptolemaic method was an extremely laborious process involving the use of tables such as those of Neugebauer and Baehr. 45 However, there is now available an extremely flexible and accessible tool for this purpose, namely the PC program Planetary, Stellar and Lunar Visibility, by Noel Swerdlow and Rainer Lange. 46 The program uses a range of values for the arcus visionis based on Schoch, 47 but also allows for an arcus visionis that varies with directly with magnitude; it also allows the user to adjust the arcus visionis manually. The program also allows the user to take account of the 'critical altitude' of the star, that is, the minimum height above the ground necessary for the star to be visible, as described above. The problem is to decide what value to choose for this variable. The authors raise this problem in the extremely clear documentation that accompanies the program, and admit that there is no simple solution. This is how they conclude the section entitled 'Sources of
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Computations and Cautions concerning Accuracy' (their italics):
It appears from trial calculations that changes in the critical altitude produce greater differences in the dates of phenomena than reasonable changes in the arcus visionis, so the critical altitude must be set with great care. The user is encouraged to experiment with different parameters to find which appear to produce the most accurate, or most reasonable, results, although in the absence of reliable observations for comparison, it is difficult to say what most accurate or most reasonable is.
While this is an honest answer and one that impresses upon the user just how uncertain the business of calculating dates can be, it is not terribly helpful to the scholar whose interest is primarily in, say, Ovid's Fasti and just wants a quick answer to the question "when did Sirius have its apparent morning rising?". Such a scholar may be relieved to hear of the existence of a rule of thumb commonly used by archaeoastronomers, according to which the critical altitude is taken to be equal to the magnitude of the star. 48 As we shall see, however, this rule of thumb is not without some serious problems, to which we shall return below. As Table Fourteen shows, our choice regarding whether or not to take the critical altitude into account, and what value to use, has a significant impact on the results of our calculations. As mentioned above, a rule of thumb in common use has been to use the magnitude of the star for the critical altitude. However, this is one of a number of common assumptions regarding the calculation of apparent phenomena that has been questioned by the astrophysicist Bradley Schaefer, on the basis of his research into the visibility of celestial objects. 49 He argues that this rule of thumb for the critical altitude is erroneous, and only begins to approximate to the correct figure when dealing with bright stars in exceptionally clear conditions, such as those found in the Chilean desert: 50 such a rule of thumb will clearly be of little use for Greece or Rome; he also notes that the traditional formula for calculating refraction sometimes underestimates the effect of refraction at the horizon; 51 and he has developed a new method for calculating the dates of the apparent morning rising and apparent evening setting, based not on the arcus visionis but rather on estimates of the limiting magnitude of the night sky (that is, the magnitude of the faintest star that can be seen at the zenith in a fully dark sky), and visual extinction. 52 These variables are influenced by various factors, such as the position of the moon, humidity of the sky, air temperature, altitude, the eyesight of the observer, pollution and ambient light. 53 For bright stars in good conditions, the results from Schaefer's method are roughly similar to those reached by the traditional method; but for dim stars in poor conditions, there can be a substantial difference. 54 Of course, Schaefer's method is not without its own uncertainties: for example, how does one establish the air quality, temperature or humidity for Athens on a particular day in the 4 th century B.C.E.?
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So what does this mean for anyone wishing to calculate the dates of these apparent phenomena? To get some idea of the spread of dates that result from using different methods (or different values within the same method), it will be helpful to compare the dates that we can find either in modern sources or by using modern tools for calculation.
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In addition to the programs I have already mentioned, included in Tables Fifteen to Eighteen are also calculations from one other source, the web-based utility from the astrophysicist Karine Gadre. 57 All the calculations I have performed are for Rome, using a latitude of 41º 52' 48", for 44B.C.E.. The tables show that for the most part scholars are in rough agreement as to when these phenomena take place (with the exception of Hofmann's calculations for Vindemiatrix, where he comes up with a very different set of dates, perhaps owing to a mistake in his calculations). They also illustrate, as expected, that Schaefer's method produces similar results to the Ptolemaic method for bright stars in good conditions; but once conditions becomes less than optimal we begin to notice a substantial difference. The largest difference between any two dates in Tables Fifteen to Eighteen ( As we have seen, the calculation of the dates for the apparent phenomena is based on a number of factors: even if we are confident about the star, latitude and epoch involved in our calculations, there are assumptions to be made about the arcus visionis, the critical altitude, the limiting magnitude, or the extinction co-efficient depending on one's choice of method. All these variables can have a significant effect on the outcome of the calculations, but there is no clear agreement as to what the right value for these variables is. As Swerdlow and Lange remark, the 'calculation of visibility phenomena is plagued by uncertainties that will only be resolved by a body of reliable observations that does not yet exist'. 58 However, if we use these dates or make the calculations with an awareness of the assumptions we are making, we can nevertheless hope that they provide a rough estimate of the dates of the actual phenomena, and the above tables show that the various methods are in general agreement.
Observing the actual phenomena
However, having examined the problems of calculation, we need to pay particular attention to the problems of observation. If we have predicted by the best methods that Arcturus will have its apparent morning rising the following week, can we be certain that we will see it on the appropriate day? Things are perhaps not quite that simple: the above calculations assume a flat horizon, whereas in reality areas of the sky may be obscured by aspects of the landscape. Furthermore, as Bruin remarks, "
[t]he precise observation of heliacal phases is difficult, because at such a moment the star is only just visible and there is often a haze near the horizon (particularly near the sea…). Even for a trained observer the date may easily be a few days wrong". 59 Schaefer's account of his attempt to observe the heliacal rise of κ Gemini is particularly instructive: 60 During a recent 20-day trip to CTIO [Cerro Tololo Inter-American Observatory], I tried to spot the heliacal rise of k Gem on every morning. On the 3 rd and 4 th mornings, the visibility of θ Gem (of equal magnitude but 2° higher than κ Gem) promised the heliacal rising of κ Gem on the 5 th morning. However, five cloudy nights occurred. Then on the last moonless clear night, the zodiacal light and occasional cirrus prevented κ Gem from being sighted. Then came three cloudy nights. For the next five days the waning Moon moved closer to the eastern horizon with the effect of keeping κ invisible … the next two nights were cloudy. The final result is that I never did see κ Gem during my trip to CTIO. In this (not untypical) case, the zodiacal lights, clouds, and Moon delayed the heliacal rise date by over two weeks.
The above example demonstrates the difficulties that can surround an attempt to observe a particular phenomenon on a particular occasion. We might hope that early astronomers such as Euctemon and Eudoxus, when they were compiling their parapegmata, or lists of risings and settings, were able to factor out such atmospheric disturbances by compiling their lists from observations made over a number of years and thus obtain a certain degree of accuracy. However, lest we assume that astronomy in the ancient world was somehow more straightforward in a time without street-lights and pollution, let us see what Claudius Ptolemy, the father of astronomy himself, has to say on the subject.
In his Almagest, Ptolemy describes a method for calculating the dates of the apparent phenomena of the fixed stars. However, he concludes the passage with a list of the reasons why he will not actually use the method himself: the computation is too complicated, he says, and too time consuming; he also has this to say: in respect of the actual observations of the phases it is laborious and uncertain, since [differences between] the observers themselves and the atmosphere in the regions of observation can produce variation in and doubt about the time of the first suspected occurrence, as has become clear, to me at least, from my own experience and from disagreements in this kind of observations. 61 He concludes: "for the time being we content ourselves with the approximate phases which can be derived either from earlier records or from actual manipulation of the [star-]globe for any particular star". 62 Somewhat later he appears to have modified his position, and returned to this mathematical method and made various calculations which are recorded in the work known as the Phaseis. 63 However, he only calculated the dates for stars for the first and second magnitude. In defending this decision, he has this to say: It seems then that not only the calculation but also the observation of the apparent phenomena of these stars is far from being an exact science. 67 We have seen that when calculating dates for these phenomena we have to make a number of choices, each of which can affect the result of our calculations. Any uncertainty in these choices can correspond to a greater or lesser uncertainty in our results. We have also seen that there are uncertainties when observing apparent phenomena: while a particular star and the sun may be in the same position in the sky at the same time every year, atmospheric conditions do not show the same precise regularity, and one could not be certain that one would actually observe the same phenomenon on the same date every year, so when Hesiod tells us that Arcturus rises sixty days after the solstice (Op. 564-7), this has to be at best a rough estimate. Further complications in observation and calculation could be explored:
the difference that observational experience and acuteness of vision can make to the dating of a phenomenon; the question of which data to use for the calculations (different modern star catalogues have different standards of accuracy); how to access that data (magnitudes in the Tycho-2 catalogue are not all given in the same system). There may also be further decisions to be made: which phase is the author referring to? 68 Is it true or apparent?
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Were we to have all the right data, such as precise figures for the visual extinction factor of the skies in Ancient Greece (for the appropriate season), or exact details of the critical altitude for a particular star, then it may be that these calculations could indeed provide an accuracy of plus or minus two days. It may be that further research will provide this data, and refine these methods further. In the meantime, however, for those whose who just want to know when they should be 'soaking their lungs with wine' in accordance with the instructions of Alcaeus, 70 or beginning to plough their fields, following Hesiod, 71 it is hoped that the above discussion will enable them to use either modern tools such as ). The variables in tables fifteen to eighteen correspond to an observer with good eyesight, observing on a clear night (limiting magnitude of 6) in good and average conditions (extinction factor of 0.2 and 0.3 respectively), and to an observer observing on a less clear night (limiting magnitude of 5), in average conditions (extinction factor of 0.3). 57 Cf. http://www.culturediff.org. At the time of writing, a utility on her site calculates the date of the heliacal rising of a star without requiring the user to estimate any variables such as the arcus visionis, critical altitude, limiting magnitude or visual extinction. However, it does not calculate the dates for any other of the phases, nor will it at the current time give a date for stars visible all year round, such as Arcturus. Mlle Gadre informs me that various updates are planned for the near future, so by the time of publication the site may be very different. 58 From the help-file to PLSV, under the section 'Sources of Computations and Cautions concerning
